COMPETENCE BEYOND THE STANDARD

PROCESSES & MODULES
TO ACHIEVE OPTIMUM CONNECTIONS
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COMPETENCE BEYOND THE STANDARD.

EUTECT - We are known for clever and modular quality work in the field of selective soldering of sub-assemblies. For over 15 years our expertise is based
on our in-house developed and unique EUTECT module system. It allows us to
provide our customers with reliable and sophisticated solutions for individual
soldering tasks. We continuously develop and expand the components of our
modular construction kit, while staying true to our key principles.
Jointly with you, our customer, we find the perfect technology mix and
develop the ideal machine design, with a focus on the optimal process and
product quality in combination with the highest possible degree of efficiency.
This way, we achieve maximum production capacity on a reduced footprint,
which enables us to develop individual, economic, and lean solutions, in line

„

with our motto:

Technical complexity does not always make
a product unique. Uniqueness means finding
simple and efficient solutions to meet the
challenges in soldering automation. The basis
for this is listening, asking questions, and
arriving at a common understanding.

“

Matthias Fehrenbach,
CEO, EUTECT GmbH
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EUTECT MINI WAVE SOLDERING
MODULES
In selective soldering, the free-flowing wave

plied flux at the solder joint and warm up the

punches with several outlet openings enable

of solder is created by pumping up the molten

solder joint. Interchangeable solder nozzles in

simultaneous, cycle time-optimized and thus

solder from a heated storage tank. Unused solder

dot, line, ring, or matrix form, depending on the

even more economical solution concepts.

melt flows back into the tank, creating a closed

application, concentrate the solder flow on the

solder circuit. Based on the electromagnetic

actual solder joint, thus minimizing the heat load

In terms of solder joint quality, the process is

drive principle the induction solder pump system

on adjacent components and improving the cycle

insensitive to the following geometric parameters

works without moving parts in the solder. The

time.

due to the capillary tolerance compensation of

controlled solder flow with a close-fitting inert

the flowing solder: pad shape, pin shape, pin

gas atmosphere and homogeneous heat transfer

Homogeneous nitrogen flushing protects the

length, pin position, deconcentric pin/hole posi-

is the basis for the best soldering quality, which,

solder wave and the solder joint from oxidation

tion, different thermal mass distribution, mul-

free of residues and oxides, more than meets

and enables optimum, reproducible solder joint

tilayer structure and solder joint heat balance.

the IPC requirements for intermetallic phase

formation. Through the continuously flowing

From PCB to enameled copper wire processing,

build-up.

solder melt, the heat transfer is homogeneously

soldering temperatures for mini-wave range

and circumferentially absorbed by the solder joint

from 185 to 500 °C.

The nitrogen preheated via the solder tank and

in accordance with the solder geometry. Matrix

the solder nozzle can also activate the pre-ap-

soldering nozzles or dynamic lift-dip soldering

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

The selective solder wave with inert gas

Together with the electromagnetic solder pump

Due to the capillary filling level solder satu-

atmosphere guarantees a soldering process

system and the quick-change soldering nozzles,

ration, the solder joint is distinctly physically

performed free of oxides and residues.

the modular solder tanks of various sizes form

self-setting. The optimum solder geometry

Due to the continuously pumped solder wave,

the basic module of the process. The redundant

is matched reliably to pad-pinform, pin-hole

the heat from the molten solder is transferred

temperature control, the constant solder bath

position and thermal mass distributions in the

homogeneously all around to the solder joint

level, the optional solder wave height control

PCB structure. Solder penetrations, menisci and

geometry. At the same time, the flowing solder

and the continuous solder wire feeder guarantee

intermetallic phase characteristics reproducibly

wave cleans the solder joint of excess flux

maximum system autonomy.

round off the overall performance.

Mini wave soldering module IW1 with
laser height control

SOFTWARE

TECHNISCHE DATEN

residues, oxides and contaminants.

EMI EUTECT Machine Interface: Visualisation/monitoring of all module parameters & data

SOLDERING MODULES

TYPE IW1-2 ALL +A95:A131 ELECTRONIC SOLDERS

DIMENSIONS
Type IW1 (single solder pump)
Length
Width
Height (without nozzle)
Type IW1-2 (double solder pump)
Length
Width
Height (without nozzle)

Pump capacity
IW1:
Matrix nozzle

IW1:
Point longitudinal wave

IW1-2:
Dual soldering pump with nozzle

510 mm
260 mm
170 mm
510 mm
365 mm
170 mm

Type IW1
Type IW2

Type IW1 (depth x width)
Type IW1-2 (depth x width)

Dot Double Nozzle

Line Nozzle

Matrix Nozzle

Type IW1
Type IW1-2
Type IW1 Lot tank
Type IW1-2 Lot tank

Matrix Nozzle Insert
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Matrix Nozzle Bonnet

Matrix Nozzle Insert

Matrixdüse

Heating time
Solder temperature control
HT solder temperature control
Solder wave height control
Specific solder nozzles
Alloy abrasion

.
■
■

■
■
■

■
■
■

ca. 45 kg
ca. 65 kg
ca. 2,5 l/20 kg
ca. 5,0 l/40 kg

HEATING POWER

MATRIX SOLDER NOZZLES

1 to 6 mm
1 to 20 kg
Nozzle-specific
1 - 3 bar

Nitrogen
Forming gas

Windows
Embedded PC
TwinCAT Soft PLC

INTERFACES
90 x 160 mm
90 x 260 mm

SYSTEM WEIGHT

Dot Nozzle

Solder wire feed
Wire coil
Inert gas consumption
Inert gas pressure

CONTROL PLATFORM
400 W
800 W
one regulated solder pump
two regulated solder pumps

SOLDER NOZZLE INSTALLATION SPACE

SOLDERING NOZZLES

Control cabinet for IW modules

SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION SOLDER PUMP

IW1:
Mini wave soldering

Product specific ring nozzle

IW1-2 double soldering module with
laser height control

30 to 50 min.
up to 400 °C (standard)
up to max. 500 °C (option)
± 0.1 mm (option)
Quick change concept ceramic
Coating

EtherCAT fieldbus (optional CANopen and Profibus DB)
Digital I/Os
Ethernet

PROCESS DATA RECORDING
Solder bath temperature redundant
Solder bath height
■ Solder wave height (option)
■ Solder tracking
■ Inert gas
■ Solder roll colour (option)
OPERATING SYSTEM
■
■

BETRIEBSSYSTEM
MS Windows embedded
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EUTECT LASER SOLDERING

Laser soldering with and without controlled wire feed is gaining importance due
to increasing miniaturization as well as
increasing packaging density and the use
of a wide variety of electronic components
in individual assemblies. Typically, laser
soldering is used when the solder joints are
difficult to access or have ultra fine structures. Heat is applied quickly, contactless
and with pinpoint accuracy. The process is
particularly suitable when wave soldering
and assembly soldering processes are
unsuitable. The soldering process can

be started in a controlled manner via the
melting point of the solder wire supplied.
The rapid temperature input into the solder
joint enables the laser soldering process
to be completed in a very short time.
EUTECT's unique laser soldering process
is the combination of pyrometer-controlled
laser power and the world's only controlled
wire feeder SWF. This combination enables
a reproducible process as a whole and enables 100% operating data acquisition. With
the help of the process-specific designable
optics, with coaxially integrated camera and

the EUTECT software solution EriKa, a wide
field of applications can be easily implemented and visualized.

MODULES

The optimal EUTECT Air Knife further minimizes the effort for service and maintenance and increases the already high service
life of the laser technology.

Diode laser optics with coaxially integrated pyrometer, Camera system and Airknife.

X-Y-Z-D SWFLL Laserlötautomationsmodul

SWF

SOFTWARE
BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

Laser soldering enables fast and contactless energy input. Using an integrated
pyrometer, it is possible to adjust the
laser power based on the process surface
temperature. Solder wires, solder pastes,
pre-forms and other joining materials can
be processed. Various optics and galvoscanner techniques enable processing of a
wide range of geometries.

Customer-specific soldering applications
can be realized through combination with
different wire feed, laser knife and dispenser modules.

Engraved vernier gauges and gauge block
stops guarantee excellent reproducibility.
With the EUTECT Software-Family (SoFa)
new standards are set when it comes
to process reliability, quality and process transparency. With the help of EMI,
temperature or process profiles as well
as parameters can be easily entered and
visualized.

Diodenlaser

SWF control cabinet

Laser graph with SET / ACTUAL temperature
EMI
(EUTECT Machine Interface)
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

User-friendly EUTECT HMI
Graphical display of all system/process data
Easy programming of all process/CNC data
Simple configuration of all machine data
More than 1,000 parameterisable operating points
Automatic product recognition and programme selection
User management
Process data acquisition and recording

■

SPECIFICATIONS

SOLDERING MODULES

CONTROL
Control Panel
SWF-LL

Galvo-Scanner

WIRE FEEDERS

EUTECT-Software

Operation

SWF Standard

WF (1,5 - 2,0 mm)

IPC with Soft-SPS
(MS Windows)
EMI ProductManager
JobCreator
RecipeManager
User administration
Production data acquisition
Touch Panel

PROCESS MODULES
Laser Module: Diode Laser System
Optical performance
Wavelength
Laser class
Cooling
Process head
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Remote maintenance
Simple touch screen and EUTECT-SoFa
Product presentation
■ Simple programme selection
■ Programme management system
■ Optical camera with Erika
(Software for process representation,
storage and process optimisation)
■

WIRE FEED MODULE: SWF
(EUTECT Sensitive Wire Feeder)
Wire diameter (SWF-LL)
Speed

≥ 0.75 mm
0.2 - 30 mm/sec
(≥ 30 mm / sec. optional)

Wire diameter (SWF-AS)

≥ 0.1 mm

■

100 W - 1500 W
976 nm ± 10 nm
4
up to 500 Watt air-cooled
Pyrometer (optional)
camera, optics, SWF

■
■
■
■
■

The world's only controlled wire feeder
Automatic error and wire detection
Compensates process tolerances
No wire breaking
Wire protection during process stop
Coated wire feed (optional)
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EUTECT INDUCTION SOLDERING

In non-contact induction soldering, the
soldering joint is heated by electromagnetic
induction. Depending on the application
and the materials to be heated, specific coil
geometries and frequencies are required.
The heat input can be controlled very
accurately. The fast, uniform heating of the
solder joint is a significant advantage.
Due to the applicable physical mecha-

nisms, the induction eddy currents heat
only electrically conductive materials. In
induction soldering, therefore, enclosures,
brackets and other components made of
plastic in the vicinity of the soldering point
are not subjected to direct thermal stress.
In conjunction with the controlled wire
feed, induction soldering has developed
into an attractive joining technique in the
field of passive components, especially for

high-volume production as well as where a
need for fast, precise and contactless heat
input exists.

MODULES

The preheating, soldering and process
temperatures cover a range from 90 to well
over 1,000 °C and are thus suitable for both
soft and hard soldering.

SWF IL module with product-specific induction
external circuits.

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

Induction soldering is used to process
conductive materials in order to heat them
quickly and without contact. The power
output is thereby adapted to the product
and the soldering or soldering process.

Customer-specific soldering applications
can be created by combining different wire
feed and dispensing modules. Solder pastes and preforms can also be processed.

Induction soldering is characterized by
optimum heat input. The combination with
the SWF-controlled solder wire feed and
pyrometric managed temperature control
provides a fast and controlled process
management.

Efficient, inductive preheating

SWF

SOFTWARE

EMI for freely parameterisable and pyrometer-controlled energy input

SWF control cabinet

SPECIFICATIONS
Control

HIGH FREQUENCY INVERTER
HF output power

SOLDERING MODULE
SWF-IL
induction brazing

Soldering/preheating with
field line concentrator

Soldering/preheating with
product-specific external circuits

Nominal frequency
HF rated voltage
Network connection
Input power
HF external circuits
Temperature control
System adapter

Control Panel
EUTECT-Software

Operation

IPC with Soft-SPS
(MS Windows)
EMI ProductManager
JobCreator
RecipeManager
User administration
Production data acquisition
Touch Panel

CONTROL PLATFORM

WIRE FEEDERS

■
■

SWF Standard
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0,5KW - 20 KW
Higher capacities on request
250 - 500 kHz
160 V
230 V / 50/60 Hz / PE
2.6 kVA
2 (via switch)
Optional: Pyrometer
Flexible connection
30° to 100° operating angle

WF (1,5 - 2,0 mm)

■

Windows
Embedded PC
TwinCAT Soft PLC
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EUTECT IRON SOLDERING

Generally, traditional iron soldering is used
for single spot soldering. In combination
with the EUTECT automation solutions,
a high, consistent quality is achieved.
Because of this, automated iron soldering
is a widely used process that can be applied
universally. Due to finely controlled processes, the selected soldering tips, in combination with a controlled heat input, are
consistently placed at the same position,
thus achieving a high reproducibility.
Heat is applied directly to the applicable
point via a spring-loaded soldering tip. This
ensures optimum heat transfer between

the soldering tip and the component to be
soldered. Furthermore, position tolerances
of the components to be soldered are compensated by the adjustable spring.
Freely selectable soldering tip geometries
are determined by the process tasks and
requirements. A fully automatic change of
soldering tips is available for minimizing
cycle times and maximize tool life. For optimal solder wire feeding, EUTECT offers not
only non-controlled wire feeders for a wide
range of wire thicknesses, but also the
world's only force-controlled wire feeder:
the Sensitive Wire Feeder (SWF).

The controlled wire feeder SWF is a key
technology for iron soldering, induction
soldering and laser soldering. SWF enables
a highly reliable and reproducible soldering process. Using an electromechanical
sensor system, the SWF enables optimally
controllable, reproducible and kink-free
feeding of the wire, thus setting new standards in process reliability.

MODULES

For more information on EUTECT wire
feeders, please refer to page 16.
SWF-KL regulated piston soldering module
with nitrogen.

JBC

HAKKO

SOFTWARE

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

The combination of the motorized and
spring-loaded solder tip feeder with the
SWF module offers a wide process and
application window.

The flexible SWF system adapter enables solid and reproducible integration
of soldering irons from a wide range of
manufacturers.

With iron soldering, operating data such
as the actual amount of wire inserted, the
actual temperature at the soldering tip as
well as control diagrams for quality assurance can be obtained and visualized.

EMI with SWF KL module visualisation

SWF force control

Parameters for operating points

Operating point selection

SOLDERING MODULES
EUTECT High-Performance
Piston soldering

JBC-Head

CLEANING MODULES
JBC-cleaning module

HAKKO-cleaning module

HAKKO-Head

SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESS MODULE

WIRE FEEDERS
SWF Standard
10

WF (1,5 mm)

CONTROL

Temperature range

90°C to 500°C

Control Panel

Performance

up to 250 Watt

EUTECT-Software

Soldering tips

depending on the application, processspecific soldering tip geometries can be
requested on request

Operation

IPC with Soft-SPS
(MS Windows)
EMI ProductManager
JobCreator
RecipeManager
User administration
Production data acquisition
Touch Panel
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EUTECT THERMODE SOLDERING

In thermode soldering, the thermode is
placed onto the component and the heat is
transferred by direct positive contact of a
defined surface area. In this process, the
heat input is not started until the designated contact pressure is reached. Due to its
properties, the thermode stamp material
developed by EUTECT can be heated to a
temperature of up to 450 °C in a very short

time, which is continuously controlled
during the soldering operation.

is used, for example, for flexible foils by
means of solder depots and for flat strip or
stranded wire soldering.

After soldering, the thermode can be
brought to settling temperature using an
integrated cooling system. In the case of
cycle-time-critical processes, a pre- and
post-soldering hold-down device can significantly reduce process times. The process

MODULES

Force measurement and a controlled timedisplacement force application ensure reliable contact pressure. With the aid of a highly
sensitive linear axis, the sink-in distance can
not only be measured but also defined.

Thermode soldering head with automatic Kaptonroller and camera system.

Thermal soldering of a LED flex foil application

Total module

SOFTWARE

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

The thermal soldering process is used for
processing flexible foils, cable strands and
flat ribbon cables as well as specific SMD
components. It is characterized by high
quality results as well as reproducibility.

The modular thermode soldering system
can be integrated into stand-alone or
inline processes. The application-specific thermode geometries are protected by
automatic Kapton feeders and the process
is kept stable.

Force, repositioning path and temperature
are controlled, visualized and recorded via
an HMI control unit. This gives the overall
process performance the best possible
availability and traceability.

Thermode Parameter Operating point

SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATION DATA

PROCESS MODULES

CONTROL

THERMODE STRING

Control Panels
EUTECT-Software

SOLDERING MODULE
TL: Thermode soldering

TL: Thermode soldering
Operation

Speed
Acceleration
Working stroke
Contact pressure
Force measurement
Tracking distance measurement
Part recognition
Working temperature
Therm. cooling
Therm. Geometry

V max. 2 m/s
A max. 100 m/s
approx. 80 mm
normal 40 N / max. 114 N
Resolution 0.1 N
Resolution 2 μm
via distance sensor in linear axis
max. 450° C
integrated air cooling
customer-specific

CONTROL

THERMODES
Thermode 1-40

Customised thermodes

Recording and
Regulation of
Interfaces
Control platform

Power source
BDE / SPC
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IPC with Soft-SPS
(MS Windows)
EMI ProductManager
JobCreator
RecipeManager
User administration
Production data acquisition
Touch Panel

Temperature, sinking distance,
contact pressure,
Time
Digital I/O's Ethernet, USB, Fieldbus
EtherCat
Embedded PC with TwinCat soft PLC
MS Windows
300 - 600 A
Production data acquisition
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EUTECT LASER KNIFE

The use of the laser knife has the same
process objectives as thermode soldering.
Here, the heat is transferred to the component by means of a laser. The Laser Knife
consists of a position-monitored hold-down
device, which brings the two surfaces to
be soldered together in a defined manner, and a laser, which is also used in the
previous EUTECT laser soldering modules.
The temperature is applied without contact
via the laser beam. The temperature-controlled laser is equipped with an integrated

pyrometer and a camera and guarantees
the user maximum process stability, quality
and traceability.
The laser massively accelerates the
soldering process without sacrificing
reproducibility and quality. Depending on
the component to be soldered, the Laser
Knife is 10x faster than the previous thermode process. Energy consumption is also
reduced by 70%. Furthermore, there is no
need for product-specific thermode molds

or Kapton ribbons. Due to the technical
possibilities, the thermode has limits in
terms of geometry size. This limitation, too,
no longer plays a role when using the Laser
Knife. The non-contact soldering of the surfaces and the elimination of thermode wear
also reduce the maintenance and service
requirements for the entire module.
For maximum output in high-volume production, it is possible to combine several
knifes with highly dynamic galvo optics for
the laser.

MODULES

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer

Complete view Laser Knife

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

The Laser Knife can be used independently
and is extremely fast with a high degree of
process reliability.

The Laser Knife can be expanded with galvo
optics and X-fold knives for even more
cycle time optimized dynamic soldering
processes. The temperature-controlled
laser is equipped with an integrated pyrometer and camera, guaranteeing the user
maximum process stability, quality and
traceability.

The Laser Knife consists of one and/or
multiple path- and force monitored holddown devices and a specific laser lens.
The components to be soldered are joined
together in a defined manner with the help
of the knife. The temperature input therefore takes place without contact via the laser
beam. The process module distinguishes itself through a minimal amount of servicing
and maintenance work as well as the least
possible requirement for replacement- and
wearing parts.

Laser Knife quick change adapter

SOFTWARE

Laser Knife Parameters

SPECIFICATIONS

SOLDERING MODULES
Laser-Knife
Module

KNIFE
Knife
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Specific 4-fold Laser Knife Module
with controlled single laser optics.

FOR LASER KNIFE
Speed
Acceleration
Working stroke
Contact pressure
Force Measurement
Tracking distance measurement
Part recognition
Working temperature
Therm. cooling
Therm. Geometry

CONTROL
V max. 2 m/s
A max. 100 m/s
approx. 80 mm
normal 40 N / max. 114 N
Resolution 0.1 N
Resolution 2 μm
via distance sensor in linear axis
max. 450° C
integrated air cooling
customer-specific

Control panel
EUTECT-Software

Operation

IPC with Soft-SPS
(MS Windows)
EMI ProductManager
JobCreator
RecipeManager
User administration
Production data acquisition
Touch Panel
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EUTECT CONTROLLED WIRE FEEDERS

EUTECT offers not only non-controlled wire
feeders for different wire thicknesses but
also the world's only force-displacement
controlled wire feeder: The Sensitive Wire
Feeder (SWF). patented by EUTECT.
The controlled wire feeder is a key technological prerequisite forre iron soldering,
induction soldering and laser soldering in
order to make the entire soldering process
safe and reproducible. Thanks to its electro-mechanical sensor technology, the SWF
enables optimally controlled, reproducible

and kink-free wire feeding, setting new
standards in process reliability.
The system uses the change in wire contact
pressure to detect the point at which
the solder wire has reached the process
surface and begins to melt. It reacts to
errors such as an incorrectly positioned or
deviated wire and also compensates tolerances in the working height. A complete
process data acquisition is thus possible for
each selective solder joint in safety-critical
assemblies. This provides a further module

with controlled process and cycle time optimization. The SWF can be freely integrated
into any application via five mechanical
connections or combined with the other
process modules via a system adapter.

MODULES

Sensitive Wire Feeder (SWF)

Sensitive Wire Feeder (SWF)

SWF control cabinet

SOFTWARE

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

The SWF force-controlled wire feeder is the
only wire feeder in the world that enables
the highest reproducibility for laser, piston
and induction soldering.

The SWF can be used for laser, solder-iron
and induction soldering and transports
solder wires of different diameters. Thanks
to its modular mechanism, the SWF can be
installed at any point within a cell.

The module can now convey or pull wires at
speeds exceeding 200mm/sec. A new generation of force sensors and optimization
of the control technology enable even more
sensitive and faster control of the feed
force, while increasing the reproducibility of
the amount of wire fed.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE
SWF force indicator

Eco Gerd

Wire

Wire

Wire

Wire

reactio

actio

SPECIFICATIONS
CONTROL
Standard

EcoGerd

Optional

IPC with Soft-SPS
(MS Windows)
EMI ProductManager
JobCreator
RecipeManager
User administration
Production data acquisition
Touch Panel

Control panel
EUTECT-Software
Operation

WIRE FEEDER MODULES

WIRE FEED MODULE: SWF
(EUTECT Sensitive Wire Feeder)
Wire diameter (SWF-LL)
Speed

≥ 0.75 mm
0.2 – 30 mm/sec
(≥ 30 mm / sec. optional)

Wire diameter (SWF-AL)

≥ 0.1 mm

■ The world's only controlled wire feeder

SWF Standard

SWF AS (0;1 - 1;0 mm)

■ Automatic error and wire detection
■ Compensates process tolerances
■ No breaking of the wire
■ Wire protection during process standstill
■ Coated wire guide (optional)
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EUTECT WORKPIECE CARRIER & MASK TECHNOLOGY

The EUTECT work piece carriers are developed in-house and manufactured from
low-weight materials. Weight reduction and
flexibility are particularly important when
the workpiece carrier is moved within the
process cell using axes and/or robots. This
can result in considerable cost reductions
for the customer. Each carrier is individually adapted to the assemblies and the
soldering processes and can therefore also
include highly flexible functionalities, such

as hold-down devices. Automatic assembly
controls as well as RFID technologies for
traceability and other sensor technologies
for automatic program selection are also
possible.
The EUTECT mask technology is also
unique. The masks, which are developed and manufactured in-house, protect
assembly areas against heat and flux and
thus guarantee high assembly quality. The

EUTECT FLUXING

EUTECT mask technology protects surrounding components and sensitive areas.
For soldering tasks heat sinks, such as in
power electronics, the mask can guarantee
the quality of the assembly by means of
integrated heating functions. By combining
the masks with the product-specific matrix
nozzles, the most complex product geometries can be soldered.

Almost all selective bonding processes require a selective application
of the flux. The following application processes are available:
HIGH-PRECISION INJECTION FLUXING

AREA EFFICIENT SPRAY FLUXING

The contactless, cycle time optimized flux application by means of

Defined areas on the product can be wetted with a flux by means of

an inject-flux-head can be carried out from all directions and is in-

a spray module. The application is contactless and very precise. The

dependent of the position or installation situation. The flux points can

spray fluxer can draw the flux directly from the canister or a connec-

be parameterized in quantity and position via a suitable visualization.

ted container.

The subsequent insertion of new points is thus possible without great
effort. The process reliability during injection fluxing is maintained

CYCLE TIME OPTIMISING STROKE-DIP FLUXING

using optical sensors. This means that a quantity and position-moni-

Matrix Flux-Dipping is an application method suitable for all flux

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

tored injection flux can be offered. This results in a reproducible flux

types. A reproducible wetting height can be achieved even with fluxes

application, which can be varied selectively or over the entire surface

with a high solids content: a lifting unit moves the scoops to the

EUTECT's work piece carriers and masks
optimize cycle times and reduce maintenance and cleaning requirements. Based
on previous evaluations, the carriers and
masks are ideally adapted to the process
and can optimize it with advanced functions.

The EUTECT work piece carriers are subcarriers that are transported on a main
work piece carrier. They are held in place by
these main work piece carriers and moved
within the production cell. It does not
matter which system supplier provides the
main work piece carrier and the associated
transport system.

Work piece carriers and masks from
EUTECT reduce cycle times and enable
an efficient and time-optimized soldering
process that protects neighboring components and the PCB from heat and flux. This
increases product quality and reduces the
need for cleaning.

and can be recorded by means of production data acquisition (PDA).

product to a defined height. The overflow of the scoops determines

SPATTER-FREE BRUSH FLUXING

increase in the solids content is detected by density measurements

Brush fluxing enables very precise preparation of the process point

and signaled to the operator. During downtimes, the flux is automati-

with an application covering the entire area. Several fluxing points can

cally covered to prevent rapid evaporation of the flux and thus drying

be wetted in parallel, reproducibly and with optimized cycle times,

out of the scoops.

without spattering, using several brushes. This process is used for
flux point diameters of 1.5 mm and above. High solids content can be
applied using this contact-based process.

WORKPIECE CARRIER

EUTECT mask technology for workpiece carriers

the height of the flux. The flux is pumped in a continuous loop, any

Product-specific workpiece carrier

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

The integrated flux application is possible in
every process cell and can also be carried
out independently of position, depending on
the application process. Precise wetting of
the relevant assembly areas is guaranteed
with every application process.

EUTECT has the right flux application
method for every soldering process, every
assembly geometry and for all components
used.

Efficient, clean, cycle time optimized and
reproducible flux application is guaranteed
by EUTECT flux modules.

Product-specific workpiece carrier

MASKS

FLUX MODULES
IF:
Inject-Fluxing

SE:
Spray Fluxing

PF1:
Brush Fluxing

PF2:
Brush Fluxing

HTF:
Lift-dip fluxing

PROCESS CONTROL
FSE:
Flux jet monitoring

Titanium pressure mask
18

Titanium pressure mask

Flux beam monitoring

Product specific mask
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EUTECT PREHEATING & COOLING

EUTECT BRUSHES

By preheating assemblies, the previously applied flux can be activated and the actual soldering time reduced. In addition, preheating prevents solder bead formation and temperature shocks, thus promoting
an excellent soldering result. This has a direct impact on the throughhole and the counterminiscus of the solder joint, thus optimizing the
soldering quality and the cycle time. The preheating systems differ
fundamentally in the type of influence they exert: convection systems
(fan), radiation systems (short and long wave) and inductive systems.
The decision for a system should therefore be made product-specific
and is often a result of our project evaluation.

All preheating systems are interrogated via temperature sensors in
order to control the heat input and thus to be able to guarantee a high
process reliability via the process data acquisition. The gradient of the
heating phase can be freely defined. The total thermal stress can be
significantly reduced by masking the assembly. After the soldering
process, assemblies can be cooled down in a controlled manner
in order to reduce cycle times and to reduce stress on the PCB and
components.

The core of the brush module is a circular brush, which is driven by a
DC motor with fixed speed. The speed is adjusted to the circuit board
and the contours. The brush itself is a wearing part, wich is attached
a screw thread. This ensures long-lasting, stable brush rotation.
The entire brush module is mounted below the printed circuit board
on the floor of the production cell. By means of a height monitoring
system, the position of the brush, which is defined in relation to the
printed circuit board, and the brush wear are monitored.

Contaminants are reliably removed by the brush from the underside
of the PCB and simultaneously vacuumed off. A collection container
collects the dirt particles.
To prevent the brush from becoming electrostatically charged, the
module is equipped with an ionization unit with a discharge head. The
ionizing air flow is directed onto the brush. Depending on the customer's requirements, the brush, the direction of rotation and the speed
can be adjusted and thus the entire brush module can be adapted to

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

BENEFITS

MODULARITY

PERFORMANCE

Reduction of material stress on components and PCBs as well as cycle time
optimization.

Modules for preheating and/or cooling can
be integrated into all EUTECT process cells.

Both the preheating and cooling processes are controlled and monitored by the
production data acquisition system.

Reliable removal of surface contamination
and reduction of the risk of short circuits.

The brush module can be integrated into all
EUTECT process cells.

Both the process and brush wear are
documented and controlled using height
monitoring.

MODULES

MODULES

Preheating/cooling
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Preheating

Preheating

Brush module with ionizing unit
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www.eutect.de
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